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It’s been a great time these past few months at 
Book9ug as we continue to deek and play across the fields 
of literary foiliage for the year 4556. Books keep popping 
up all over the place – between the cracks of sidewalks, in 
buildings, at ballgames, in libraries & bookstores, and yes, 
even in people’s hands! 9eir eyeballs are always pleased to 
tell their brains “look, it’s another Book9ug title for you 
to enjoy!” And the brains of the nation are pleased, and 
palpitate accordingly. Some recent fun things that have 
caused our own brains to palpitate include: 
     Mark Goldstein’s design for Gertrude Stein’s Tender Buttons 
has won 3rd Prize in the Poetry Category in the Alcuin 
Society Award for Excellence in Book Design in Canada, as 
judged by Frank Newfeld, whom you might remember from 
such terrific books as !e Double Hook by Sheila Watson 
(design) or Dennis Lee’s Alligator Pie (illustrator). If you want 
to find a copy of Book9ug’s Tender Buttons, all we can say 
is good luck! 9e first printing sold out in a heartbeat and 
now we’re reprinting. 9e second printing will be available 
soon. Copies of the first printing will now tour :6 countries 
with 9e Alcuin Society.
     Fond by Kate Eichhorn has been shortlisted for the Gerald 
Lampert Award. 9e judges have spoken thusly: “Fond is 
a truly original book. 9e metaphor of an archival fonds 
turns the reader into an archivist who explores memory 
and the writing process by tracing “the chaos of everything 
you’ve loved” along a tangible trail of living language. Full 
of heightened ideas and lively associations, Fond is deeply 
rooted and impeccably accomplished.”
     Publisher Jay MillAr participated in a two-day symposium 
on poet-publishers at the Univeristy at Bu;alo, which 
included representatives  from presses such as Chax Press 
(Tucson), Ugly Duckling Presse (Brooklyn), Portable Press 
at Yo-Yo Labs (Brooklyn) and Cuneiform Press (Brooklyn) as 
well as an entire collective of active small press publishers in 
Bu;alo. Book9ug was pleased to be Canada’s representative 
at this unique meeting of poet-publishers who shared their 
thoughts and insights on those facets of life and craft and 
literture business and living we all share.
     Along with the many Book9ug events that go on in 

Canada (some of which you can watch as webcasts 
from the main page of our website) Book9ug 
also participated in two NYC events in April. 9e 
belladonna Elders series is a collection of publications, 
readings, and talks that focus on innovative North 
American women writers. Book9ugs Kate Eichhorn 
and Cara Benson participated by hosting events with 
M. Nourbese Philip and Gail Scott, and Jayne Cortez 
and Anne Waldman, respectively. Book9ug also had 
a table at A Celebration of the Chapbook, a festival 
hosted by City Univeristy of New York. “People really 
light up at the name Book9ug,” reported Benson, 
who worked the table for us one day, “they get a 
kind of zombie-like look in their eyes when they hear 
Book9ug: “Book9ug. Must have Book9ug.” 9en 
they paw every nook and cranny on the table.” It was 
great to hear that. A special thanks goes out to Kate 
and Cara and all of Kate’s students who helped make 
that event possible for Book9ug.

THE FRIGGIN PRIZE: 
Michael Boughn takes the 4556 Friggin Prize!
9e best book? Best poet? Best jury? Who wins and 
what does a sticker on a cover really say about a book? 
9ese are the questions 9e Friggin Prize wants to ask. 
Given annually to any book that meets the standards 
of excellence – whatever that means – 9e Friggin 
Prize is quite possibly the only literary award based on 
the combined principles of honesty and jealousy: the 
judge(s) are discerning, their decisions are arbitrary, 
(but both interesting and final) and each laureate 
receives a shiny sticker that shall be placed upon their 
book forevermore. And a cash prize. Congratulations to 
Michael Boughn and 22 Skidoo on the win. 9e Judge(s) 
have spoken thusly: “22 Skidoo is an exceptional title 
full of wit, charm and intelligence. We congratulate Mr 
Boughn not only for winning the inaugural prize, but 
also for making such a literary prize possible.” For more 
details on 9e Friggin Prize, check out their website: 
www.thefrigginprize.blogspot.com
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declining america
$".)%0 !0 %"! !'&&.

declining america by Rob Budde, is a series of long poems which 
depict “america” not as a nation but as a linguistic strategy that 
most of the planet engages with. 9e long poems range from 
overtly political (“my american movie”) to language-based 
(“software tracks”). Many of the poems were written while 
traveling America (the nation) while reading Jean Baudrillard’s 
America (the book) but also with the view that the cultural 
imperialism of the United States has rendered Canada ‘America’ 
(the regime).

%"! !'&&. teaches creative writing at the University of Northern 
British Columbia in Prince George. He has published seven 
books (poetry, novels, interviews, and short fiction), his most 
recent book being Finding Ft. George, a book of poetry from 
Caitlin Press. Find him at writingwaynorth.blogspot.com.
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the rose concordance
$".)%0 !0 -+8.3- (-%%

In the rose concordance, Angela Carr sets up the rules for a 
game and then breaks them. 9e poems trace a constellation 
of fountains, whose waters lap from an erotic medieval poem 
through contemporary art and film. Luxury rushes headlong 
into Felony, Love hears Irony in Ecstasy. Like fountains, these 
poems resist any one enduring shape or reading. For in Carr’s 
voice, water is dappled, and wind catches the fountain and 
moves it sideways at night when no one is looking. In the gentle 
mist of words, complicity is vilified, abjection is interrogated 
and the precious is tenderly chided. Carr’s first book, Ropewalk, 
is an underground classic of highwire suspension, and her 
second, the rose concordance, is a fountain garden that invites the 
reader to tarry, and drink.

-+8.3- (-%% is a writer and translator, based in Montréal. Her 
first book of poetry, Ropewalk, was published in 455=. Recent 
writings have appeared in !e Capilano Review, Dandelion, Jacket, 
Matrix, Open Letter, and in the collective publication Translating 
Translating Montreal.

angela carr
the
rose
concordance
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Ex Machina
$".)%0 !0 D"+-)7-+ !-33

A long poem at the fringes of the Canadian tradition, 
Ex Machina is a latticework of poetic and philosophical 
statements concerning the symbiosis of humans, books, and 
machines. A series of three intertwining sequences, the reader 
is encouraged to move back and forth from statement to 
statement, seeking development but meeting frustration. 9e 
reader thus becomes a larval stage in the poem’s development, 
forging connections between its disparate parts during the 
course of this mental processing, as the text evolves over 
multiple readings.

D"+-)7-+ !-33 is a writer, filmmaker, scholar, and the former 
editor of dANDelion. Ex Machina is the first book to which he 
belongs. Visit him online at www.jonathanball.com.
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Expeditions of a Chimaera
$".)%0 !0 "-+- -E-1*3*(7*"-.* F .%G+ /"'%.

Expeditions, taken up by the explorers we all are, ultimately cannot be 
read. Only experienced. On venturing into it, you’ll find your ticket is 
no good, expired, or valid only on Tuesday. Your fellow travellers will 
tell you you are wearing the wrong shoes. If you force your way past the 
gate, you will stub your toe, scrape your shins, lose your suitcase, throw 
the book across the room in a fit of outrage or fall under its spell and 
suddenly find it half-submerged in your bathwater. At times, you will 
even laugh aloud. Expeditions of a Chimæra is dialogic. Four pairs of hands 
try their luck at a game of cards. Nearby, questions sit, waiting to be 
asked. 9ese expeditions are not progressions but digressions; they are 
translational in their e;ort to pull the author, kicking and screaming, 
out of the hat of authorial impossibilities.

Expeditions expedites you into a circus: there is disguise, an acrobatic pu" 
of smoke, a clown’s painted face, a human cannonball and, down below its 
tightrope, an arena full of pawprints, with no net to catch your fall.  
       Otilia Acacia

"-+- -E-1*3*(7*"-.* is a poet and translator who transformed the 
landscape of Vancouver’s Hastings Park into an acclaimed book of 
poems, feria: a poempark (2008). She has translated Nichita StHnescu 
from Romanian, Louise Cotnoir and Geneviève Desrosiers from French, 
created visual textworks for galleries in Montreal and Vancouver, and 
has performed her work in Canada, the US, Mexico and Europe. Her 
first book, Abandon (2005) has been translated into Spanish as Abandono 
and will soon appear in Mexico City.

.%G+ /"'%. has written a dozen books of poetry, most recently O 
Cadoiro (2007). Her 2005 Little !eatres was shortlisted for the GriIn 
Prize, Pat Lowther Memorial Award and the GGs; it won the AJM 
Klein Prize, made the Globe 100, and was translated into Galician as 
Teatriños (Galaxia, 2007). Her translation of Galician poet Chus Pato’s 
Charenton came out in 2007 from Shearsman (UK) and BuschekBooks 
(Ottawa) and her translation of Pato’s m-Talá will soon appear from the 
same presses.

æExpeditions of a Chimæra

             Oana Avasil
ich

io
ae

i           Erín Moure
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esp : accumulation sonnets
$".)%0 !0 D-0 /*33-%

In esp: accumulation sonnets, we “listen in” to hear language that 
usually passes through. MillAr asks: if you throw out the nets, 
what will be caught? What will be missed? What will be miss-
represented? And then, as time passes, what shall we do with 
these linear fragments of time that interleave their lyric eye 
among the wreckage of their own attention? Read them, of 
course. 9is sequence of 15-line sonnets documents time in the 
way that Spicer spoke of the serial poem: you have to let the 
poems lead the way or you’ll just wind up lost in the woods.

D-0 /*33-% is a Toronto poet, editor, publisher, teacher, and 
virtual bookseller. He is the author of False Maps for Other 
Creatures (2005), Mycological Studies (2002), and !e Ghosts of 
Jay MillAr (2000). His most recent collection is the small blue 
(2007). In 2006 he published Double Helix, a collaborative 
“novel” written with Stephen Cain.
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Unleashed
.11-01 !0 1*+- J'.0%-1

05/09/04 Now she is blogging. Now she is sitting on the black couch 
listening to the sirens wail and the rain fall. Now she is thinking of oysters. 
Now she is wondering why this is worth sharing. Now she is thinking, 
how decipher what is worth reading? Who is to say? Sifters. She thinks we 
have become a nation of sifters. So began a three-year experiment in 
blogging. An experiment begun for many reasons – a way for an 
expat to keep in touch with fellow Canadian writers and artists, a 
way to come to terms with the increasing relevance of the internet 
in literary lives, and a way to figure out why, after decades of 
gains, women writers are still grossly underrepresented in critical 
dialogues. 11/27/05 Where, one might ask, are the women? I have my 
theories. Look to the deletions, the hesitations, the reflective responses…
the women are still out there thinking, their voices not quite up for the 
often bombastic and instantaneous responses. Taking up a public space 
and voice does something to one’s brain. 9ere is no getting 
away from the space one creates “out there” – unleashed.

1*+- J'.0%-1 is the author most recently of the poetry collections 
Lemon Hound and Expressway both from Coach House Books. 
She is also working on a novel titled, Autobiography of Childhood, 
which an excerpt from appeared in translation in Siecle 21 out of 
Paris. She has lived across Canada, in New Jersey, Brooklyn and 
Philadelphia. Currently she lives in Montreal where she teaches 
and keeps a blog, Lemon Hound.

UNLEASHED
SINA QUEYRAS
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Copenhagen
2*()*"+ !0 #-)%*+. /-%*. 8'3&-8.%
)%-+13-).& 2"%/ )7. &-+*17 !0 $.#. !%-1#

Copenhagen is a collection of 11 short stories that map the city of 
København through their own subtle intertextuality. Each story is 
named for a di;erent location within the urban landscape, and these 
sites become part of a structural network through which its citizens 
move, their lives brushing up against each other but without ever 
connecting. We read about parents who neglect their children in the 
face of everyday chores, husbands who cheat on their wives with little 
gratification; hit-and-run drivers who go home and make tomato soup. 
9e characters in these pages move about the city on foot, on bicycles, 
in buses and in cars, even across the book’s shifting montage of 
consciousness from one story to another. 9ey encounter one another 
in random fateful collisions: a car crash, a knife thrust, a cheerless 
sexual encounter. At first glance, these criss-crossing narratives might 
appear like moral criticism, yet are thwarted for an exploration of the 
trails and byways of the text and the city, leading us to unexpected 
places and even to a place where consciousness, both social and poetic, 
become the city and the text, both isolated and connected, both 
orchestrated and restless. Guldager’s tales exude what was for Goethe 
the core of the short story: “the unheard-of event.”

#-)%*+. /-%*. 8'3&-8.% (born 1966) has worked with poetry and 
prose and has proven herself in both genres to be a pioneering, form-
shattering, poetic original. Guldager received a graduate-level degree 
in Danish from the University of Copenhagen in 1994 and made 
her debut that same year with her collection of poetry, Dagene skifter 
hænder (!e Days Change Hands) . Guldager attended Forfatterskolen 
(9e Danish Writers’ School) in Copenhagen. She belongs to the 
‘90s generation in Danish Literature and has become one of its most 
prominent and personal voices. In 1995, she published a collection of 
poetry entitled Styrt (Crash) which was translated into English in 1999. 
Guldager’s latest book is a collection of short stories entitled København 
(Copenhagen).
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COPENHAGEN
K ATRINE MARIE  GULDAGER

TRANSLATED FROM THE DANISH BY P.K. BRASK
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Swim
Fiction by Marianne Apostolides
6= $-8.1 | $! | 6@? : ?6@A?? A? 6 | B:?.55
Department of Narrative Sutdies No. 1
A novel “handled with assured grace and dynamic lucidity, and gives 
much trust to the reader’s ability to move… through the nuance and 
harm of words.”    – 9e Globe & Mail

Face
Poetry by Melissa Buzzeo

?= $-8.1 | $! | 6@? : ?6@A?? A@ 4 | B:?.55

A book of short, brilliant sentences opening on an architecture of 
meaning as a thrilling speculative environment. A book to be near.

 – Nicole Brossard

CURIO: grotesques & satires from the electronic age
Poetry by Elizabeth Bachinsky
Revised 2nd Edition | Afterword by K. Silem Mohammad
:56 $-8.1 | $! | 6@? : ?6@A?? <5 4 | B45.55

Bachinsky writes for us, the inheritors of a debased estate in which the 
last elegiac strains are heard chiefly as canned schmaltz piped into the 
corridors. – K. Silem Mohammad

22 Skidoo/SubTractions
Poetry by Michael Boughn

?5 $-8.1 | $! | 6@? : ?6@A?? A< : | B:?.55

Winner of the 2009 Friggin Prize
“An incandescent engagement with brilliance renders a barely 

articulate world on the edge of meaning” – Robert Creeley
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Talking Masks
Drama by Adam Seelig
@? $-8.1 | $! | 6@? : ?6@A?? A6 = | B:C.55
poetic theatre... Seelig, attracted to Bertolt Brecht, Samuel Beckett, 
Gertrude Stein and recently Jon Fosse, prefers theatre that is ‘capable of 
extraordinary amounts of ambiguity.
  – Barbara Shainbaum, 9e Jewish Tribune

staReduction 
Visual Poetry by Nico Vassikalis
:? unbound sheets &  small booklet house 
in a printed slip; :55 copies issued
6@? : ?6@A?? <: 6 | B?.55

9e Benjamin Sonnets
Poetry by Clint Burnham

=5 $-8.1 | $! | 6@? : ?6@A?? A= C | B:?.55

After the 6ix O’Clock News
Poetry by Kemeny Babineau
6= $-8.1 | $! | 6@? : ?6@A?? AC ? | B:?.55

Train I Ride
Poetry by Kit Robinson

<5 $-8.1 | 6 @? : ?6@A?? <4 = | B:4.55
Chapbook; 455 copies issued
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Please contact Book9ug directly. Desk copies will 
be provided upon written request and invoiced 
after :?5 days without course adoption.

CHAPBOOKS [All chapbooks are available directly from Book9ug : www.bookthug.ca) 
__ Weight by Samuel Andreyev  56@?:C?@AA  B:5 
__ VDB Wordlist by Kemeny Babineau  :?6@A??5=A  B:5 
__ WOLVES (lone.ly) by Jonathan Ball  :?6@A??545 B? 
__ Quantum Chaos & Poems: A Manifest(o)ation by Cara Benson  6@?:?6@A??:<A  B:5
__ Haikube by Gregory Betts  56@A6@<4<6  B:C 
__ Crows in the Wind by George Bowering  56@A6@<4@A  B:4 
__ 9e Elderly Gentle Under Wolf by Daniel f. Bradley  56@?:C?@C>  B:5 
__ Fishings by Shannon Bramer  6@?:?6@A??:46  B:5
__ Montreality: B-sides & Rarities by Stephen Cain  56@?:C?@<:  B:5 
__ Retreat Diary by Margaret Christakos  56@AC=<5<5  B:4 
__ Mi Sing: Letter Drop 2 by Victor Coleman  56@AC=<5=@  B:4 
__ Clearance: Selected Journals of Dr Michael Purdon by Jason Dickson  B:5 
__Welcome to Earth by Amanda Earl 6@?:?6@A??A:5 B:5
__Quixote Variations by Ramon Fernandez (Alfred Noyes, trans) 6@?:?6@A??A5A B:5
__ Pissing Ice: An Anthology of ‘New’ Canadian Poets by Fiorentino/MillAr, eds 56@AC=<54<  B:5 
__ Selected Losses by Jon Paul Fiorentino :6@A@:?:<C  B:5 
__ PERHAPS by Gerry Gilbert  B:5 
__ 9e Bad Sequence (Revised, 2nd Edition) by Phil Hall  56@AC=<55?  B:5
__ Noise Present at the Moment Less Clear by Paul Hegedus  56@AC=<5C6  B:5 
__ Reptile House by Lisa Jarnot  56@?@:?::5  B:5 
__ Us 9em Poems by Evan Kennedy  56@A6@<4?:  B:5 
__ HAZARD by Jake Kennedy  56@?:C?@:@  B:5
__ Compression Sonnets by Alfred Noyes  6@?:?6@A??:<A  B:5 
__ HOT WAX or Psyche’s Drip by Jed Rasula  6@?:?6@A??:C5  B:4
__ All Boy by Nathalie Stephens  B:5 
__ Species Ex(hib)it by Nathalie Stephens B:5 
__ Mutations by Hugh !omas  56@AC=<5?A  B:5 
__ 9e Illustrated Venright English Dictionary by Steve Venright B:5
__ 9e Aureole: A Poem by Alfred Durrant Watson  6@?:?6@A??:A=  B:4
__9is & 9at Lenin by Steven Zultanski 6@?:?6@A??A4@ B:5

TR ADE BOOKS 
__ Blissful Times by Sandra Alland  6@?56@?:C?@=@  B45
__ If Language by Gregory Betts  56@A@:?:=:  B:=.6C
__ A Boy’s First Book of Chlamydia by Daniel f. Bradley  56@A@:?:54  B:C
__ ICON TACT: Poems 1984-2001 by Victor Coleman  6@?56@A6@<46<  B4<
__MAL ARME: Letter Drop III by Victor Coleman 6@?:?6@A??46@  B:?
__ 9e Hunt by Jason Dickson  6@?56@?:C?@5C  B44
__Body of Text by David Ellingsen & Michael V. Smith 6@?:?6@A??4?5 B45
__Beloved of My 27 Senses by Karen Fastrup (Tara Chace, trans) 6@?:?6@A??45< B4C
__ Air Pressure by David Fujino  56@A6@<4:<  B:C
__After Rilke: to forget you sang by Mark Goldstein 6@?:?6@A??4::  B:4
__ White Porcupine by Phil Hall  6@?:?6@A??:5C  B45
__ We Are Here by Niels Hav (Patrick Friesen and P.K. Brask, trans)  6@?56@?:C?@46  B:C
__In Stereo by Paul Hegedus 6@?:?6@A??4AC B:?
__ 9e Iliad Book XXII: 9e Death of Hector by Lisa Jarnot  6@?56@?:C?@?:  B:@
__ Pencils of Rays and Spiked Mace by Niels Lyngsø (Gregory Pardlo, trans)  56@AC=<5:=  B:C
__ Codes of Public Sleep by Camille Martin  6@?:?6@A??::>  B45
__ 9e Basho Variations by Steve McCa"ery  6@?56@?:C?@@<  B:C
__Every Way Oakly by Steve McCa"ery 6@?:?6@A??4== B:C
__ 9e Etc Bbq by Gustave Morin  6@?56@A6@<4C=  B:=
__9e SubWay by Philip Quinn 6@?:?6@A??4@A B45
__ O SPAM POAMS by Rob Read  56@A@:?:@>  B:@.6C
__ 9e Sands of Dream by !érèse Renaud (Ray Ellenwood, trans)  6@?:?6@A??55=  B:C
__ 9e Apothecary by Lisa Robertson  6@?:?6@A??5:A  B:4
__ 9e Men: A Lyric Book by Lisa Robertson  6@?56@A6@<4C=  B:=
__Tender Buttons by Gertrude Stein 6@?:?6@A??4C6 B:C
__ Je Nathanaël by Nathalie Stephens  6@?56@A6@<4=A  B:@
__At Alberta by Nathalie Stephens 6@?:?6@A??4?5 B45
__ Vinci, Later by Morten Søndergaard (John Irons, trans) 56@A@:?:6=  B:@.6C 
__ What Happened by Tom Walmsley  6@?56@?:C?@6?  B45
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